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Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins has
issued a formal response to a
proposal that could end the
county's agreement with the
City of Murray on extrications
at wreck scenes
in the county.
Speaking
from a formal
statement,
Elkins said that
he believes the
agreement has
been beneficial
to both the city
and county.
"In regards to
the agreement, the City of
Murray Fire Department would
respond to vehicle with injury
accidents outside the city limits.
In return, the Fiscal Court compensated the City of Murray
$10,000 per year to offset costs
for their fire department operations," he said. "City firemen
will be paid regardless of
whether they respond to calls
outside the city limits. From an
operational standpoint, the city
fire department has done an
exceptional job providing the
service to both the city and the
county and it is my understanding they desire to continue the
partnership.
-This is a real example of an
agreement where citizens in a
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In my anguish I cried to the
Lord, and he answered by
setting me free. The Lord is
with me; I will not be afraid.
What can man do to me?
Psalm 118:5-6
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Patriot appropriate
Family appreciates
honoring of Bonner
in Pottertown event
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Revolutionary War participant
William Bonner did not receive
full military honors when his
remains were laid to rest many
years ago.
Saturday, some
years after
the fact, he got the full treatment, courtesy of the Sons of
the American Revolution and
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. With a new, official
military-grade head stone in
place, a special marker was also
added as a large crowd consisting of both Bonner descendants
and visitors witnessed the ceremony at the Bonner Cemetery in
the eastern Calloway County
community of Pottertown.
"It really touches my heart to
know that, about 200 years ago,
a member of my family sacrificed like this for his country,
said Kay McKinney, wiping
away tears as she thought of the
enormity of having her grandfather, four generations removed,
honored this way. After all,
Bonner, a private in the colonial
army, enlisted to be part of the
action between 1776 and 1781
three different times. "Through
the years, things like (the
American Revolution) have
taught us and others about the
need to be unselfish. It tells us
that we all should be that
unselfish as to be willing to sacrifice like he did.
-It makes me feel proud that
I'm a descendant."
Bonner was part of the birth of
what became the United States

JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger & limes photos

ABOVE: Mary Jane Littleton of
Murray, left, receives a folded
American flag from Jerry
Burlingame of the Stephen
Trigg Sons of the American
Revolution Chapter in Cadiz
Saturday during a grave marking ceremony for William
Bonner, Littleton's great-greatgreat grandfather three generations removed, at the Bonner
Cemetery in Pottertown.
LEFT: Markers for the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, right, and the Sons
of the American Revolution are
shown Saturday at Bonner's
grave.
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Film production company
plans to open Murray office
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

said the movie will shoot in one of the best in the nation,"
Calloway and Caldwell coun- Russell said. "We feel very
ties. Murray native Rick Bucy lucky to have made our deciA film production company plays Oklahoma State Bureau sion to film in Kentucky. We
based in Nashville, Tennessee, of Investigation Agent Cary would especially like
to thank
plans to open an office in Thurman, and Russell said his (Kentucky
Film
Office
Murray in an effort to take associate producer is also orig- Director) Todd Cassidy
and his
advantage
of some
of inally from Murray,and her son staff for all their hard work in
Kentucky's tax incentives.
still lives there. Along with hir- making our transition possible.
John Russell, producer with ing of several staff and crew We would also like to thank the
Chance Film Productions, members from Kentucky, more Governor (Steve Beshear) and
LLC, said the company has than 160 extras will be cast First Lady (Jane Beshear) for
decided to open its new office from the state, he said.
their continued efforts to grow
in Murray in connection with
"We hope to make an impact Kentucky's film industry. Their
the decision to begin filming in in the state, especially since the efforts in support of
the film
Kentucky,starting with the fea- state has passed its new film
ture film "Candles." Russell incentive program, which is

II See Page 3

Numbers continue to build
as MHM nears fifth renewal
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Saturday's fifth annual Murray
Half Marathon continues to edge
toward a potential record-setting
amount for participation.
Keith Travis, vice president of
Development
for
MurrayCalloway County Hospital, said
Friday that about 50 additional
entry forms had been received since Wednesday, sending the
total to near 650 - just 80 shy of the all-time record of 730 set
last year.
"And we' ;till got Tuesday coming up, which traditionally is
the day we receive our highest amount for one day," Travis said.
-We're also now in the home stretch, and this is the time where

•See Page 3
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WEATHER

Monday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms,
then showers likely and possibly a thunderstorm after 8 am.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
72. South southeast wind 5 to
7 mph. Chance of precipitation
is 70 percent.
Monday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 55. North wind 5 to 9
mph. Chance of precipitation
is 70 percent.
Tuesday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm
before 8 am,then a chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 69. Northeast wind 9
to 11 mph. Chance of precipitation is 70 percent.

From Front
incentive program have been
and continue to be gratefully
appreciated."
Russell said "Candles" is
based on tragic actual events
that took place in 1977 at a Girl
Scout camp in northeastern
Oklahoma. The incident, in
which three young girls were
raped and murdered, would later
become known as the Camp
Scott murders. According to a
2008 story by KOTV, the CBS
affiliate in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
escaped convict Gene Leroy
Hart was the prime suspect in
the murders, but was acquitted
in 1979 and died in prison a
short time later while serving
time on unrelated charges. DNA
testing was done by the OSBI in
2007, but the findings were
inconclusive. Russell said last
week that he has information
concerning the actual killer,
which the film will include.
The movie has been in preproduction for some time, and
Russell said he is planning to set
the shooting schedule around
the first of August. Russell said
he was pleased to announce that
Kathryn Eastwood, who is one
of Clint Eastwood's daughters,
was recently cast in the leading
role of Patricia Evans. John

Tuesday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 52. East northeast
wind 6 to 8 Mph.
Wednesday: A chance of
showers, with thunderstorms
also possible after 8 a.m.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
70. East wind around 6 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 50
percent.
Wednesday
Night:
Showers and thunderstorms
likely. Cloudy, with a low
around 58. East wind around 5
mph.
Thursday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 72.
South wind around 7 mph.
Thursday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 57. South southeast
wind around 5 mph.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 73.
East southeast wind around 6
mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 57. Light and variable
wind.

Schneider plays the role of
OSBI Agent Ray Hillman.
"I think it's going to be a great
opportunity for Murray and
Calloway County and also this
region for some development,"
said Bucy, who, in addition to
playing Agent Thurman, is also
serving as a production assistant
and as a consultant because of
his background in law enforcement. "There's going to be a lot
of money here moved around
with people coming in to provide services. Of course, we're
going to have a lot of extras that
will be used during the production itself, and of course (money
will be spent on) hotels, motels
and consumer durable goods.
There are all kinds of good
things that are going to come
from this film. That's what I'm
really excited about. Of course,
I grew up in Murray and moved
away and I came back (and
wondered) 'What can I bring
back to Murray to help the community?' We could always be
better, and there always could
be fewer people unemployed;
there could be more money in
peoples' pockets."
For more information about
the film "Candles," visit the
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/pages/Candles/18238
5155147098.

duty. He said it costs the city
From Front
between $50,000 and $80,000
community should have expecto achieve that, meaning the
tations that cities and counties
county is purchasing that servcan work together. It is ironic
ice for much less.
the announcement is made the
Rose also said that he has consame time county residents are
fidence in the county's rescue
lining up at City Hall to buy a
service - Calloway County Firecity sticker/vehicle tax. This is
Rescue - to handle the job.
revenue paid by county resishould the City Council approve
dents to be used to compensate
this measure. The issue was disfor programs like this."
cussed Thursday night during
City of Murray Mayor Jack
the City Council's meeting, but
Rose said Thursday that the
no action was taken then and no
$10,000 paid by the county is
action had happened with this
appreciated but does not go far
issue in any other manner prior
enough when it comes to how
to Thursday's meeting.
much money is required to keep
As part of the city's proposal.
the MFD unit that handles these
Rose also said Thursday that the
calls - a rescue truck manned by
city is willing to give the rescue
two full-time firefighters unit and its equipment to CCFR,
maintained and prepared for
just without the firefighters.

McCracken wreck sends 3 to hospitals
Staff Report
A Hardin woman was one of three people taken to a hospital for treatment of minor injuries following a two-vehicle wreck Saturday night near
Paducah.
The McCracken County Sheriff's Department said the wreck happened
at about 8:15 at the intersection of U.S. 45 and Lovelaceville-Florence
Station Road south of Paducah. The investigation showed that at approximately 8:17 p.m. April 11, deputies were dispatched to intersection of
US. 45 and Lovelaceville-Florence Station for a two-vehicle collision.
The investigation showed that Johnnie Jo Hollis,21,of Benton,was operating a 2010 Mercedes when she attempted to make a left-hand turn onto
45 from Lovelaceville-Florence Station and collided with a 2014
Chevrolet pickup truck driven by Lauren Alcantara, 22,of Georgia.
A passenger in Hollis' vehicle, Sarah Ingram, 22, of Hardin was also
injured and, like the other victims, was taken to a hospital.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
Members of the Col. Stephen Trigg Chapter of the Sons of the American Revolution
march Saturday as they prepare for the
placing of colors near the grave of Revolutionary War soldier William Bonner at the
Bonner Cemetery in Pottertown.

From Front
into this area we are in today, ing this ceremony today, is a is to represent the
triangularof America in helping pry her looking for land and space in perfect example of that."
shaped hats so synonymous
"I believe that if (Bonner) with the Revolutionary War
free from the ruling hand of more of a frontier feel."
"What I find very interesting, could be here today, he would period.
Great Britain and its leader King
George III. Bonner's most note- in looking back at William be very honored by this momenBadgett also followed his
worthy action came in the Battle Bonner's history, is that he and tous occasion today," said presentation about history and
of Hanging Rock in 1780 in his family were very much asso- Emily Gaddie, historian for the how many area residents are
present-day South Carolina, ciated with the pottery busi- Oury Chapter.
probably descendants themSaturday's activity also creat- selves of Revolutionary War
where the colonials gained a ness," said Ann Uddberg, regisneeded victory in the southern trar of the Capt. Wendell Oury ed educational opportunities. participants with a call for peoChapter of the DAR, based in For instance, near the end of one ple to become involved with the
theater of the war.
That was followed two months Murray. "Unlike everyone who, of the most emotional moments SAR or DAR. He said Saturday
later by the colonials' rousing back then, seemed to be into the of the ceremony - the presenting marked the 10th or 12th grave
victory in the Battle of Kings idea of naming things for them- of an American flag to the marking for the Trigg Chapter,
Mountain, also in South selves, he was one who believed descendants - Badgett explained and he said many other graves
Carolina, which is seen by many in naming them for his crafts. that the triangle shape of the in the area are needing the same
historians as the turning point in Pottertown, where we are hay- flag that results from its folding kind of attention.
the war. The colonials (America
consisted of 13 colonies back
then, all of which along the
Atlantic coast) eventually would
defeat the British in the decisive
Battle of Yorktown in Virginia,
securing independence from
Britain.
"People are shocigod when I
tell them that, morehefln likely,
they all are descendants of
someone who fought in that
war," said Geoff Badgett, president of the Col. Stephen Trigg
Sons
of
the
American
Revolution Chapter based in
Cadiz, who provided a feel of
authenticity as its members all
dressed in clothing believed to
have been worn by soldiers during the Revolution."You have to
remember where those battles
were fought, though. It was in
the Carolinas and Virginia, especially, and Kentucky, of course,
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
was once part of Virginia. and Descendants of American Revolution soldier
William Bonner are shown Saturday afternoon
many of those people, after they following a grave-marking ceremony
in his honor at the Bonner Cemetery in Pottertown.
fought in the war, moved west Bonner served
as a private in the colonial army that fought the British.

From Front
people really start getting interested in the forecast for the day of
the race, and it just so happens
that the last time I looked, the
weather for Saturday was looking
pretty good. We're going to keep
our fingers crossed about that."
The race, which is hosted by the
Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare, which is under
MCCH,is a major fundraiser for
the Anna Mae Owen Residential
Hospice House that is under construction on KY 94 West. Last
year's event raised about
$45.000.
The event is separated into
three different events. The first is
the most popular,a 13.1-mile half
marathon for individual entrants
that costs $75 to enter. Next is a
two-person relay race where the
13.1 miles are divided into legs;
cost for that activity is $55.
The third is the 5K race for individual runners seeking a less
demanding and challenging activity at a cost of $35 per person.
Travis also said that volunteers
are always needed for this event
and many spots remain open for
tasks that are planned today.
Tuesday and Friday. Today's
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activities, he said, involve mainly
moving street barricades into
position so they can be placed
Friday.
"Anyone who thinks they might
want to give this a try needs to
call Melissa Ross(270-762-1832)
and she can help get you started,"
he said, adding that the job to let

drivers know about this weekend
has already begun.
"We have three electronic message boards from the local
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
office that have been placed at
different locations in the city, and
those are going to start telling
people where they need to go and

how to avoid the high-traffic
areas Saturday."
The race is set to start at 7 a.m.
at the intersection of Eighth and
Poplar streets with Dr. Bob
Davies, who officially became the
13th president in Murray State
University's history Friday,
installed as the official starter.
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Rebate night planned

There will be a rebate night at Mr. Gatti's
Pizza on Monday, April 13, from 4 p.m. until
Martha
for West KY Mentoring.
Finney Andrus, closing
Community
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March meeting of Hazel Woman's
Club included a foreign dish meal
Special to the Ledger
The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, March 19, at the
Hazel Community Center for its
regular monthly meeting with
Nancy Mieure presiding. Hilda
Bennett gave the devotional and
led the club in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.
It was announced that the club
will be honoring veterans and
senior citizens with a free luncheon on Saturday. April 25, at the
Hazel Community Center at
noon. All veterans and senior
citizens from Hazel and the surrounding community are invited
to attend.
Plans were made for the 50th
anniversary celebration of the
club which will be Sunday, May

ottic
HAPPENINGS
by Jenise Howard

The NCAA Championship is
finally finished and, as most
Kentucky fans, we were all a little disappointed. Although UK
wasn't in it, Catheryn Garrott
was still a little excited that Duke
won because that meant she was
the big winner of our March
Madness contest! She along with
Marie Wilkins and Allegra Jones
all were in the final four. The
reason we only had three was
because Allegra drew both UK
and Wisconsin. Our NIT winners were Emily Watson, Shirley Smith. Allegra Jones and big
winner Barbara Brandon. Even
though none of our Kentucky
teams won, we still had a big
time keeping up with our brackets and our teams.
Keeping with the sports theme
this week, we switched gears and
played a little baseball in honor
of opening day. We have more
fun competing with each other
than anything else we do. This
time the Cardinals won... but
who knows next time? We also
had several different entertainments this week. Richard Dennis
and his one man band. The Mennonite Harmony Choir and Laura
Vinson and Friends all came and
shared their talents with us.
We had a few birthdays this
week. Micki Chapman and Sue
Roberts each celebrated their
birthdays. They both received
several cards and Micki even got
two cakes to commemorate her
special day! We hope each one
had a great one and continue to
have many more.
We finished our week out with
a country ride and a stop at the
Dairy Queen. It is amazing to
me: whenever the DQ is mentioned the bus fills up fast. I often
joke and tell them if we have too
many, we will make two trips.
I guess you never outgrow ice
cream and the great way it makes
you feel
...Where priceless
memories are made.
44 I iterback Rd. • Murray, Kt
Phone:(270 754-9700
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Support group for Alzheimer's to meet
14, at 5

The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday,April
p.m. in the dining room of the Senior Citizens Center. For more
information, call Connie Stalls, LPN, at 270-753-0576.

ing
CC Genealogical Society plans meetTuesda
y,

The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet
April 14, at 1 p.m. at the Pogue Library on the campus of Murray
State University. The members will present favorite memories from
their childhood. For more information, contact Janace Sims at 270753-5093.

Authors Support Group will meet

Authors (Writers) Support Group will meet Saturday, April 18,
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. at Emeritus at Murray. This is the second meeting for authors/writers and wanna-be authors/writers. Cora Seaman,
author and publisher from Evansville, Indiana, will be the guest
speaker. Refreshments will be served. For more information, email
notecardrings@gmail.com or call 270-227-2309.

CCMS SBDM meeting scheduled
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TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. April 14, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information, call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information, call
Kevin at 270-293-7061.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event includes music interaction, snacks and crafts plus a
coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270-7536712 for more information.

Dialysis support group to meet

If011t

Year Address:

The Calloway County Middle School Site-Based DecisionMaking Council will meet Wednesday, April 15. Please note the
change of datc due to Spring Break.

1001MStad OW,PO lim1040• ManayKY

A dialysis support group meeting will be held at 4 p.m., Tuesday,
April 14, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness. The meeting is open to patients,family members or community members who are affected by, know someone
affected by or are interested in learning more about kidney disease
and dialysis. For more information,call Tasha Mitchell at 270-7593080.
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Kathleen Dupuis

Clinton declares
Founder of Kirkland's for '16 presidency,
decor store chain,donor
to Union City park dies announces online
Kathleen Dupuis,79, of Murray, died Saturday, April 11, 2015.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home and
Crematory.

UNION CITY,Tenn.(AP)- Robert Kirkland, an entrepreneur and
philanthropist who built a national chain of home decor stores and
donated $100 million to found the Discovery Park of America education center and tourist attraction in northwest Tennessee, has died
at age 77.
Kirkland's son, Chris, told The Associated Press that his father
died Saturday morning from complications stemming from kidney
failure. A memorial service is scheduled for Wednesday at
Discovery Park, which will be closed to the general public on that

201 S. I hird Street
Murrav, k‘ 42071
270-753-241 1
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Police seek arrest of mother
of disabled son left in woods
By RON TOOT
Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA(AP)- An arrest warrant has been issued for
the mother of a severely disabled man left in the woods for several
days near a Philadelphia park, authorities said.
Nyia Parler left her 21-year-old SOO - who is quadriplegic and
has cerebral palsy - lying in leaves and covered with a blanket
next to a wheelchair and Bible while she left town, police said. He
was found Friday night near Cobbs Creek Park.
Police believe he was left there between the time he and his mother were seen together on Easter Sunday and before his mother
boarded a bus Monday for Maryland to visit her boyfriend, said U.
John Walker of the Southwest Detectives division.
Walker said the victim was found was around the corner from
their home and described the scenario authorities believe to have
taken place this way: "She pushes him about 150 yards from the
highway into the wooded area, takes him out of wheelchair, lays
him on the ground, puts a blanket over him and leaves a Bible with
him, and then just walks away."
During the period he was exposed to the elements,the young man
was "completely defenseless" in an area with wild animals, with no
water and in cold, damp weather, Walker said.
"It's only by the grace of God that he survived this. Amazing," he

By KEN THOMAS and
LISA LERER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - Hillary Rodham Clinton jumped back
into presidential politics on Sunday, making a much-awaited
announcement she will again seek the White House with a promise
to serve as the "champion" of everyday Americans.
Clinton opened her bid for the 2016 Democratic nomination by
ng herself as the heir to the diverse coalition of voters who
positioni
day.
her immediate predecessor and former campaign rival,
Kirkland was born in Newberry. South Carolina, but he lived in elected
Barack Obama, as well as an appeal to those in her party
t
Union City for much of his life. Kirkland grew up the son of retail- Presiden
of her commitment to fighting income inequality.
leery
still
ers who owned and operated a Ben Franklin five and dime store.
And unlike eight years ago, when she ran as a candidate with a
In 1966, he and cousin Carl Kirkland founded the Kirkland's home
deep resume in Washington. Clinton and her personal history
decor stores, which expanded into a chain of more than 300 locaweren't the focus of the first message of her campaign. In the online said.
tions in 35 states.
video that kicked off her campaign,she made no mention of her time
Contacted in Maryland after the young man's school became conThe cousins also founded CBK Ltd, which shipped gift and home
four years as secretary of state, or the prospect she cerned about her absence, the victim's mother told relatives and
and
Senate
the
in
cenion
distribut
a
decor items to customers around the world from
could make history as the nation's first female president.
authorities that he was with her, Walker said.
ter in Union City, population 11,000.
n of voters talking about their lives,
is
collectio
video
the
Instead,
By the late 1990s, Robert Kirkland and his wife, Jenny, had sold
their plans and aspirations for the future. Clinton doesn't appear until
their business holdings and began to concentrate on philanthropic the very end.
efforts through the Robert E. and Jenny D. Kirkland Foundation.
"I'm getting ready to do something,too. I'm running for president,"
One of those projects was Discovery Park of America, which Clinton said. "Americans have fought their way back from tough
opened in 2013.
economic times, but the deck is still stacked in favor of those at the
Housed in a futuristic-looking, gleaming-white structure built in a top.
rural field in Union City, Discovery Park has exhibits about natural
"Every day Americans need a champion, and I want to be that
NEW YORK (AP) - U.S. Senate leaders should immediately
and regional history, dinosaurs. Native Americans, energy, trans- champion, so you can do more than just get by. You can get ahead
simke
earthqua
An
flight.
space
and
for a vote to confirm Loretta Lynch as attorney general, nationmilitary
call
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portation, science,
and stay ahead."
rights activists urged Saturday.
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The National Action Network, the NAACP, the National Urban
tower offers stunning views, and a 50-foot
support of liberals in her party for whom economic inequality has
and other groups announced their campaign in New York,
League
close
slide.
human body includes a 32-foot
become a defining issue. They remain skeptical of Clinton's
with the Rev. Al Sharpton saying they'll go to the Washington
The 50-acre complex also boasts an old train depot, a century-old ties to Wall Street and the centrist economic policies of the adminisflower
offices of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell every day
church, a rotating grist mill, antique tractors, log cabins and
tration of her husband,former President Bill Clinton..
rural
in
until he calls a vote.
like
once
from
was
e
gardens, giving a glimpse of what life
Many had hoped Clinton would face a challeng
"We're not asking for favors; we're not asking for backroom
run.
not
will
she
said
has
America.
Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren, who
deals. Call the vote," Sharpton said, prompting a chant of "Call the
Discovery Park attracted about 300,000 visitors in its first year,
"It would do her well electorally to be firmly on the side of avervote" from a crowd gathered for the National Action Network conof
not
and it continues to add exhibits and attractions on the strength
age working people who are working harder than ever and still
,Nention
tting ahead," said economist Robert Reich, a former labor secre-Kirkland's $100 million donation.
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curious
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who
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loved
y during the Clinton
"He was a man who
General Eric Holder and become the first black woman to
Attorney
how things worked," Chris Kirkland said. "Discovery Park was real- Clinton for nearly five decades.
hold the job. McConnell,a Kentucky Republican, has said sex trafUnlike some of the Republicans who have entered the race,
ly an extension of that curiosity and wanting to instill in children
legislation must be cleared before the confirmation vote
ficking
Clinton was scant on policy specifics on her first day as a candidate.
and adults a continued craving for knowledge and understanding."
can be held.
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Walter Scott, an unarmed black man, was shot in the back by
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a a white officer during a traffic stop
Clinton also began her campaign for president in 2007 with
He said it was "an insult to the
on.
nominati
Lynch's
need to confirm
video, followed by a splashy rally in Des Moines where she said, American public" that McConnell would delay the proceedings in
"I'm running for president, and I'm in it to win it." This time around, light of the shooting.
Clinton will instead head this week to the first-to-vote Iowa,looking
Staff Report
to connect with voters directly at a community college and small
Kentucky State Police and the Marshall County Sheriff's Office business roundtable in two small towns.
located and apprehended the two remaining inmates who escaped
"When families are strong. America is strong. So I'm hitting the
join
from the Herman Ford Detention Center in Benton April 3.
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 13,
the 103rd day of 2015. There are
262 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 13, 1965. 16-yearold Lawrence Wallace Bradford
Jr. was appointed by New York
Republican Jacob Javits to be the
first black page of the U.S. Senate.
On this date:
In 1613, Pocahontas, daughter
of Chief Powhatan, was captured
by English Capt. Samuel Argall
in the Virginia Colony. (During a

In 1964, Sidney Poitier became
yearlong captivity, Pocahontas conperformer in a leadverted to Christianity and ulti- the first black
an Academy Award
mately opted to stay with the Eng- ing role to win
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American president's birth.
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DEPENDS..SOME
ARE TEN DOLLARS
AND SOME ARE
FIFTY DOLLARS

MEDICATION IRRITATION
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about medication packaging:
"Do you know why pharmaceuticals package tablets in cards
with individual plastic pods for
each tablet? It can't be a simpler task than just throwing them
all in one corfainer, as before.
Many consumers, especially
those with arthritic hands, may
pills
find it very bothersome to have to push the
out one by one." — George C., via email
to
George, you are right on target! This seems
cona
and
readers
my
of
lot
a
for
m
proble
a
be
tinuing complaint.
I am not sure why pharmaceutical companies
may
do this, but here is a guess: This packaging
impormost
ly
Probab
it.
doubt
I
but
be cheaper,
n
tant is that this packaging is harder for childre
to get into. Yes, and harder for adults, too. Depend
ing on the drug and the manufacturer, the pharma
a
in
come
does
it
if
you
tell
cy may be able to
by
bottle rather than the blister packs — which,
pry out
to
trying
when
blister
a
me
give
way,
the
one or two pills. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
no
Dear Readers: Other uses for socks with
match:
Use to dust blinds and furniture.

by
Heloise

* Fill with rice or beans and make into a warming pad.
* As a tug toy for dogs.
* Use as garden gloves in a pinch.
• Cur the toe off and pull over a bandage as
protection.
— Heloise
BEST BOOKMARKS
a
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s
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it
that
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pages.
of library-book
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spectful to turn down the corners, and gave
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* Chuck in Santa Ana, Calif., wrote: "The 'booknote. It
mark' I use primarily is a small sticky
paper."
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to
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the
sticks to
• Toby in Port St. Lucie, Fla., wrote: "I've disIt
covered the very best bookmark: a paper clip.
also
but
book,
your
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page
the
marks
only
not
effect
your place an the page. Another excellent side
clip
is that should you drop the book, the paper
"
will stay in place, as opposed to a piece of paper.
e
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—
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suggest
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the
all
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STALL SEARCHING
Dear Heloise: When I use a public restroom,
r
many times the toilet paper is in a large, circula
extendnot
is
paper
the
time
the
container. Most of
it is.
ed out to reach, so one has to guess where
what
It is frustrating trying to find the end. Here is
pernext
the
so
down
g
hangin
bit
a
I do: I leave
will
son will find the beginning of the paper and
not have to search! — Joy H., Webster, S.D.
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Sense of self
Everything
Country's edge, often
Flashlight, in Britain
Clinic group
'That's it!"
Crazy talk
Hatt a sextet
Loathe
Mine rock
Cordage fiber
At any time
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Snow house
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From the Arctic
"Be quiet!"
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ADJUSTMENTS

Nicki Peach

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertiori or their ads for
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
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$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error should

for all your
classified needs

be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less- Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@mur
rayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m.• Fax:(270) 753-1927
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010
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eive food
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Nodes

an organ
o another
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
ORDINANCE NO.
SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE

that fillyes means
their medy, advance
n a measour health
ife and

The Fiscal court of Calloway County in recognition of the
excessive
fiscal burden imposed on the County taxpayers of Calloway
County
by successive annual state and federal budget cuts, coupled with
unfunded mandates and new legislation, specifically, House Bill
463, has proposed the enactment of the Calloway County
Community Corrections Monitored Release Program to be operated
by Calloway County. The purposes of the Ordinance are as follows: to establish a Home Incarceration Ankle Monitoring Program
to provide alternatives to the formal incarceration of County
Prisoners to the Judicial District or Circuit; and to establish a
Monitored Pretrial Release Monitoring Program to provide alternatives to the pretrial incarceration of individuals charged with misdemeanor or felony offenses to the Judicial District and Circuit; and
to enact programs relating to Community Correction programs,
aftercare, counseling, drug and alcohol education and testing programs; community service programs; adult education programs;
county training and continuing education, or any other such programs as would be beneficial in a supervised Monitored Release
Community Correction environment to monitor and rehabilitate the
defendant. The Ordinance further provides specific penalty provisions, as well as guidelines for contract authorization, disposition of
costs and disposition of proceeds. The effective date of the
Ordinance shall be April 22, 2015.
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bandage as

Are you an Individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
11 so, please email:
cschroader@Inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518
Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time job vacancies at Murray Campus
Cook I $7.56/hr
Benefits Specialist $14.34/hr

060

THERE will be a lien
sale storage auction,
Tuesday, Apnl 14, 2015
1st %olooth free! at 5.00pm at Murray
Business
Center
Storage, 1900 North
12th Street.Units at
Murray
Business
Center Storage will be
•
selling as follows: Unit
2711 ILPT ••• I
1 ,-, 1,1
#
100
Raymona
Bowles
Papa Smurf
Storage

ays use the
ck out the
bookmark, I
"The 'book'cky note. It
the paper."
e: "I've dis,per clip. It
dc, but also
nt side effect
paper clip
cc of paper."
!- Heloise

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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MISSING CAT
domestic longhair grey off
Park St.
314-609-9459
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060
Heip Wanted
ASH BY Place Assisted
Living in Benton KY
Now Hiring Certified
Nursing
Assistant.
Apply online at ashbycares.com/employment
or in person at 147
Country Club Lane
Benton Ky. $10.00/hr
plus Benefits. Phone
270-366-7755 for more
information.
Coldwater
United
Methodist
Church
seeks qualified Youth
Ministry Director. For
information
more
www.coldwaterchurch.org. Application
deadline April 20th.

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!
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Infinity Group is hiring for
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17
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24
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I
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All Other Mall
Subscriptions
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Money Order

Visa

MIC

Name

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 75.3-1918

I.

Apply online & view additional details at
WWW Murraystatejob corn

DISCLAIMER

Wornen/minonties are encouraged to apply.
Murray State Univetsity is an equal
education and employralint opportunity, M/F/D,
AA employer

SWIFT Roofing Inc is
accepting applications
for
experienced
roofers. Apply in person at 402 Industrial
Road.
MAINTENANCE
Technician - Full Time
for 87 Units in Two
Apartment Complexes
located in Murray and
Mayfield KY. Having
own tools a plus.
Salary based on expenence. Fax resume to:

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04-25-15 TO 11-20-15 KY0570928
BUTTERWORTH FARMS, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AE,WR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order.,
at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO 8 DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED. $10.28
HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION
ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW.
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

-GOMM

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted. EOE
PT work, 10-12 hrs
week, pay starts at
9.15, work evenings in
Murray doing phone
calls. experience in
Health care or phone
sales a plus relaxed
atmosphere. call Steve
270-759-0257
Temporary Class A
CDL Driver. Must have
up to date DOT physical & pass drug screen/
criminal background.
Apply in person bt
appointment. 1679 Hub
Erwin Rd, Hazel KY.
270-492-8702
Now taking bids for
mowing
Bethel
Cemetery. Send to
Judith
Lamb, 543
Temple Hill Almo, KY
42020. 1 year contract.
Deadline April 25,
2015.

sumo .m.Eyecare Specialties

FEDERAL
MATERIALS
CONCRETE

Federal Materials Co.
is accepting applications for
concrete mixer truck operators.
Experience not necessary.
Safe driving record, good work
history and flexible schedule is
required. Apply in person at
Paducah, Murray, Mayfield,
or Cadiz. FMC is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
7Temporary Farm Worker Needed.

Wilson
Tobacco. - Murray, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco Production; including cultivating, irrigating, spraying, harvesting. & packaging; other
alternative work. Employment Dates:
06/12/2015 - 11/12/2015. $10.28/hr. Piece
rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of
contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to non-commuting workers
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at employer's expense.
Contact the State Workforce Agency at 502-5647456 and reference job order number
KY0579928

JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
servers & food runners
Apply between the
hours of 2-4PM

BUYING, BUYING,
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

II
5"

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyec.are.com

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick

Sassy Girl's
Antiques & Collectibles:

McClure-Owner

4917 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY:
sassygirls757@gmail.com

Thank you for your business'

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
060

060
Help Wonted

060
Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-01-15 TO 12-01-15 KY0570524
L M & M FARMS, MURRAY,KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order.,
at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED. $10.28
HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED,
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST
SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

Advertising Sales Positon
Do you never meet a stranger?
Do your friends always call you for
advice? This could be your chance for
a new career. You'll help businesses
with advice to grow and succeed.
We pay guaranteed salary, handsome
commissions, bonuses and benefits.
All the training you'll need to succeed
plus we provide assessments before
you start so that you will know you
have what it takes to win big! You will
be selling radio advertising for the
largest broadcaster in the market,
Bristol Broadcasting.
Bristol owns .93.3, 96.9, 94.Z 1021
and more.

Mill11111111
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731-554-2322.

Zip

I State
1
1

Nip Mated

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Assembly Workers in Murray Area.

MURRAY

Bryan Emstberger Calloway County Attorney

,nded to a
the canters
it is disre, gave your
ks. Here are

Help Wanted

16 Temporary Farm Worke Needed. -Murdock
Farms Inc. -Murray, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco, Straw/Hay, & Row Crop Production;
Including cultivating, irrigating, spraying, harvesting, & packaging; other alternative work.
Employment Dates: 06/12/2015 - 12/29/2015.
$10.28/hr Piece rates may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence
reimbursed when 50% of contract is met.
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
employer's expense. Contact the State Workforce
Agency at 502-564-7456 and reference job order
number KY0579916.

Honorable Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive

to a warm -

OW

Help Warned

Send your resume to:
greatiob0947themix.com.
Bnstol Broadcasting is an Equal Opfx)rtunini
Employer that hires without regards to gender'
age, race, or national ongin.
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. Hiring
direct
service
providers. Background
check/drug
screen.
Men please apply.
Murray,KY. 270-7671543
NOW Hiring at Toms
Grille and Toms Pizza.
Day time cashier, and
evening for servers and
cooks. Apply in person
after 1pm at Toms
Grille.

Let us help
you spread
the word -

Classifieds
work!
Call
733-1916

ROBBIE to the Rescue
Plumbing now hiring
Plumber/Helper.
Benefit pkg available.
Apply at 10610 Hwy 79
N Springville, TN.

160
Home Furnishings

HEALTH
CARE
OPPORTUNITIES
Parlcview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah

TABLE 6 chairs,
China Cabinet. King
Sleigh Bed. Great
Condition. 270-43E2809

CHARGE NURSE - RN
I LPN
Full-time position available for a Kentuckylicensed
nurse.
Supervisory
experience preferred.
WEEKEND
ADMISSIONS NURSE - RN
Full-time
weekend
position available for a
Kentucky-licensed RN.
Will work 10 a.m.-6
p.m. on weekends, and
one 12-hour shift and
one 8-hour shift during
the week. Admissions
expenence preferred.

your ad

TODAY

Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543 I 270442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd. I
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia__Ivy0LCCA.co

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
ISR from $345

LifeCareCareers.com
E0E/WF/V/D - 57898

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TOD 1-8410-545•11133 zl 283

uvuisms
FOR DETAILS
(279) 752-19111.

2BR from $375

Thu otornmon CI
tyr•11.o•rn Fronde,
and emplove•

tit
t

Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-753Wanted Riding
Mowers that need work 9898
270-436-5262
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
160
We accept Section
Homo Furnishings
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
PILLOW Top Mattress
902 Northwood Dr
sets New in Plastic.
Monday,
Queen $19500
Wednesday. Friday.
Full $185.00
Phone 270-758-4984.
King $385.00
Equal Housing
270-293-4121
Opportunity
Can Deliver
TDD 5 711
Comic Books,
Pop Culture Items
270-227-8874.

CONSISTENCY
U.
ONLY $75.00
PEE MONTI.
CALL
=SSW=

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

CENTRAL
SUPPLY
LARGE 1BR close to
SUPERVISOR
campus
No Pets
Full-time position avail$310/month 270-556able for 8 a.m.-4:30
7928
p.m. shift. Central supply experience pre- 2BR
1BA
duplex,
ferred. Must be familiar recently updated, quiet
with budgeting and street. 625/N10 + 625
inventory control, and deposit. 1 Year lease.
possess medical sup- No pets. 270-293-6430
ply and equipment
knowledge.
High 2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
school diploma or all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
equivalent required.
water
furnished.
CERTIFIED NURSING $650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.
ASSISTANT
Full-time
positions
available for 3 p.m.-11 2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
p.m. and 11 p.m.-7
Coleman RE.
a.m.
shifts.
Also
Contact our office for
accepting applications
more info. 270-753for all shifts. Must be a
9898
Kentucky-certified
nursing assistant.
416 N. 8th, 213R, 1BA,
modern
Long-term care experi- Spacious
apt.
ence preferred. We basement
otter great pay and Appliances, W&D, No
References,
benefits in a team-ori- Pets,
$475.00 June 1st. 270ented environment.
227-8627

to place

NOW
Hiring
Management
and
Crew. Apply in person
or email:
morehead.jeremy@ za
kbys.com
NOW Hiring
Maintenance
and
Housekeeping. Apply
in person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

Help Wanted

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

8• Monday, April 13, 2015
•

Murray 1.<

1

-111Pouses For Rent

3 Bedroom House For Site in Country.
60+ Acres.
Has been recently remodeled
and valued at $225,000.00
Wheelchair ramp and Generator installed

Over 28 Years
Experience

To schedule viewing call
270-227-8721 or 618-332-9417
Serious inquiries only please.

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
AVAILABLE May
303 Woodlawn, 3BR,
28A, $795 month plus
security. no big dogs.
313-801-1918
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday.
800-12:00
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4Th ST.

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
irlyes Handflak(

10x15's
(270) 436-2524

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

We/ Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

fer 14 ewe ase Wen
•INVEmidy

270427-00U

KFAIKEILAKE
REMODEUNG.COM
•Home improvements
rifis#7 6 Kitchen
Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks

Weekly & special plc
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Appliance
Repair

•Insured 'Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
44ember OfAngles List

270-436-5959
Lawn Care Service

Serving
West Kentucky

I I \I RI \h i\ \I
\t CI \\ L
FREE Estimates
References available

,
I It•t• C.41111.1tc

all kex in at

(

Cohen Rogers Call or
270-227-7002 text after
270-293-2514
3Pm-

270-293-4020
COMPLETE CARE
PROPERTIES, LLC
MOWING SERVICE
LEAF & BRUSH
CLEAN UP
TRACTOR WORK
270-978-4135
kenhvisehart0gmail.com

ake Property
li
il

Water front lot, Pans
Cypress
Landing
Creek, 1 1/2 acre,
water, gas, cable available. 731-926-5160

GARY W DICK

Lots For Sale

ELECTRIC

LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

Licensed &
Insured

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

270-293-3248
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
house.
School
Sq ft. 4
bath. 8

Auto Pans

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE'

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Greg Mansfield
0
411111
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Dos? spend you( money out of
state keep 4 locie

1270) 293-8480

203 N. 6th St. Murray KY
270-759-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Tampico
t Windows
R ol

(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
K&B Lawn Mowing.
Mulching. Brian. Free
estimates. 436-5430
293-2849

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
•Stump Grinding
-Firewood
•Insured
(270)489-2839

RUSHINGS Painting
and Drywall LLC. 30
Years Experience. Free
Estimates. 270-2108580

I

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

TR AV IS
ASPHALT
Pasinst-Sealcoatint4
Striping
1:noel-Dirt-Sand
IONS IR 1% Is

270-293-4256
YARD Mowing, Free
Estimates Hector 270227-6638

TION
ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCPM
Thursday, April 16th 2015 @ 4:00
KY 42071

Location: 69 White Oak Drive Murra
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Answer to previous puzzle

1 26 8 4 7 359
3 54 6 2 9 1 78
978 3 1 5 624
4 8 9 2 7'3 5 6 1
76 1 4 5 8 9 3 2
532 9 6 1 84 7
8 1 7 5 3 4 296
2 4 5 1.9 6 7 8 3
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Level *

LLC
GaIllmore Electrical Contractors.

Gallimore
Contractors, LLC
rical
Elect
leinalai/eumerctal/leslisetlal
MIAS C. WENN

GARLAND
RENTALt
110—
coNsIMICY

"If you've got It We gait store ir
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat &

Mini Storage

-

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Hwy 94E

Al.
ONLY $71.00
PO MONTE.

McCUISTON
ROOFING

924
270-293-1
ates

*Additions
*Remodeling
*Complete Masonry

Free Estim

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
, it is our house!
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We Finance
hollandmotoisales c

SUDOKU

Lawn
QUALITY
Mowing, (very affordable!) Senior discounts. Serving the
Calloway County Area.
Please contact 270293-6753 for Free
Estimates.

& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & InsutPd

based on a 9x9 grid with
Sudoku is a number-diaang puzzle
to deice the numbers 1 to
several given numbers The obtect is
row, each column and each
9 in the empty squares so that each
only once The difficulty level
3x.3 box contains the same number
Monday to Sunday
of the Concedes Sudoku increases from

Jason Hill

Licensed & Insured

r

msu

753-9562

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

270-753-4461
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Brass lOckin
WON
*Mowing
*Edging
•Woodealing
*Blowers
ALL 4 $25.00

www.hillelectric.com

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Acres.
270-853-1999

Ft
Sq
1600
Commercial Property
1625 State RI 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

(8733)
Murray Ledger & limes Fair
.Notice
Housing Act
All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrumnabon based on race, color. cellgion. ex, handicap, frliMillAl status or national ongut, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milant (703)648-1000.

old
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,
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2980 Heated
bedroom 2.5
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Hill Electric
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A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
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Racers nab
Co-OVC
regular
season
title
By CATHERINE PRINCE
MSU Athletics Media
Relations Intern
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With the 7-0 victory over
Jacksonville State, Murray State
women's tennis has become the
Co-Ohio Valley Conference regular season champion along
with Eastern Kentucky.
The Racers have clinched the
No. I seed in the OVC
Tournament. MSU went 11-0 at
Purcell courts, which is the fu-st
time since the 2006-07 season
they have gone undefeated at
home. In 2006-07 MSU went 50 at Purcell Courts.
The match began with a slight
change in double partners.
Verginie Tchakarova and Nancy
Karay went 8-0 on court three to
get one step closer to the doubles point. Megan Blue and
Alena Vasileva took control on
court two to seal the doubles
point with an 8-3 victory.
V. Tchakarova took control
and gave the Racers a 2-0 lead
over Jacksonville State when
she won 6-0, 6-0 on court six.
Nancy Karaky, who played in
the No. 2 position, defeated her
opponent 6-3, 6-2. Megan Blue
and Alena Vasileva won on their
respective courts.
Erin Patton, who played in the
No. 5 position, won 4-6,6-0, 107 and finished the season undefeated.
Andrea Eskauriatza, in heriast
regular season match won 6-0,
6-2 on court one.
"I am very happy for Andrea,
said head coach Jorge Caetano,
"she has accomplished so much
at Murray State and I am so
proud of her. She has a great
future ahead of her and I wish
her all the best.
"I am very proud of these
girls."

MHS SPRING BREAK BASH

LADY TIGERS
CLAIM THIRD
AT INAUGURAL
MHS SPRING
BREAK BASH
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Junior
second
baseman
Morghen Turley earned a new
nickname this weekend in the
inaugural Murray High Spring
Break Bash.
Captain Clutch.
Twice,Turley came away with
the big hit for the Lady Tigers smacking what ended up being
the game-winning two-run
homer off of Hickman County's
Sarah Harpole before closing
the tournament with a walk-off
single against Lyon County's
Sophie Bingham.
Murray (5-4) opened Saturday
with a come-from-behind 5-4
win over Hickman County
before falling to eventual tournament
champion
Henry
County (TN) 11-2.
In the third-place contest, the
Lady Tigers again found themselves in a late 4-0 hole against
the Lady Lyons - only to see
themselves rally again for a 5-4
win at Racer Field in Central
Park.
"When she hit the home run
today, I told her that I had been
waiting for that - because she
has that kind of power," head
coach Scott Tucker said
Saturday night."During that last

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Murray's Morghen Turley played the role of heroine Saturday afternoon when her sixthinning, two-run homer upended Hickman County and a walk-off single surprised Lyon
County. The Lady Tigers took third in the MHS Spring Break Bash.
tune up (to beat Lyon County),!
just told her to hit it hard...and
what does she do? She hits
another (game-winner).
"Hopefully her bat is coming
around, because we need that
big bat."
The Lady Tigers' long day
started at 9 a.m. Saturday
against the Lady Falcons where they took an early firstinning 1-0 lead.
But Hickman County would
rtspond by picking up;two runs

MSU INVITATIONAL

Yin leads Racers at MSU Invitational
YIN,FOLKE
BOTH FINISH IN
TOP 10 DURING
ANNUAL HOME
TOURNAMENT
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By DAVE WINDER
MSU Athletics Assistant
Athletic Director

DAVE WINDER For the Ledger
Murray State's Mints Yin - a sophomore -finished tied for
fifth to earn All Tournament honors this weekend,carding
rounds of 81, 72 and 75 at Miller Goff Course.

DEFENDING
OVC CHAMPS
Late inning
STILL LOOKING heroics lead to
TO IMPROVE
softball sweep
FOR NEXT YEAR
of SEMO
By KEVIN DeVRIES
MSU Athletics Media
Relations Assistant

By PARKER GRIFFITH
MSU Athletics Media
Relations Assistant

The Murray State volleyball
team competed in its second
tournament of the spring
Saturday as the Racers sent two
different teams to SEMO.
The firs; team of Sam Bedard,
Kristen / Besselsen, Scottie
Ingrain, Alyssa Lelm, Ellie
Lorenz,Taylor Olden and Dacia
Williams went 3-0-1 on the day
at the tournament. The Racers
lost the first set against SEMO
23-25 and won the second 2512.
MSU picked up wins against
Jefferson County JC (25-12, 259), Southern Indiana (25-19, 258) and Missouri-St. Louis (2518, 25-8).
The second Murray State
team, comprised of Olivia
Chatman, Kaitlyn Embrey.
Miranda Fowler, Courtney Huff
and Hannah Stultz, had two ties,
a win and a loss on the day.
The Racers tied with Missouri
Baptist, losing the first set 25-20

A third consecutive walk-off,
and second in a row by Alex*
Becker, helped lift the Murray
State softball team to a threegame sweep of Southeast
Missouri via a 2-1 win over the
Redhawks on Sunday afternoon
at Racer Field in Murray.
Murray State (25-14, 12-5
OVC) was able to produce five
hits in the first six innings of
Sunday's finale, but were unable
to push any of those across the
plate. The Racers had three runners in scoring position during
that span, including two runners
at third, but the closest they
were able to get to a run was Mo
Ramsey being thrown out at
home in the first on a botched
steal attempt.
While Murray State had trouble producing runs, Southeast
Missouri (10-21, 5-10 OVC)
could not produce a hit off of
MSU pitcher Haven Campbell
in the first six innings. Campbell

ACT NOW

in the fourth and fifth innings for Elizabeth Grogan opted to bunt
a 4-1 advantage.
to get Moss in scoring position.
Harpole seemed locked in A shrewd move,Grogan's plan
picking up her fourth, fifth and paid dividends when Todd dousixth strikeouts against Murray bled to deep left for an RBI to
in a commanding fifth inning. cut it to a 4-2 deficit.
Save the opening frame, only
Caitlin Mollette singled to
the Lady Tigers' Rachel Todd shallow center for an RBI to cut
and Savannah Grogan had man- the margin to 4-3 before Loryn
aged to reach safely against "Munch" Carver was forced out
Harpole before a sixth-inning at first.
surge vaulted Murray to the win.
Turley's two-out, two-run shot
Shelby Moss singled to left to to left proved the difference start the rally, while senior sailing clear over the left field

fence for the 5-4 lead, while S.
Grogan closed the seventh
inning 1-2-3 for the complete
game win.
"It felt really good," she said
about the clinger. "In my mind at
the plate, I was just thinking
groundball just to get on base.
"1 surprised myself a little bit,
but I was expecting to get (a
homer) soon. I've been working
really hard on it."
Fresh off the win, Murray took
their field again for a 1 p.m.
matchup with Henry County
with hopes to play in a championship they could host.
It never took off as planned.
Henry County picked up three
runs in the second inning - two
off of an unfortunate bounce
past Bayleigh Blane's glove at
short, then picked up three more
in the third following a pitching
change from S. Grogan to Blane.
Mollette singled to left for an
RBI to cut it to 6-1, but a threerun blast to deep center from
Celie Hudson all but cinched the
contest for the Lady Patriots.
Madison McClure would single
to start the fifth and later score
on a double steal from her and
E. Grogan, but Henry County
would win it 11-2.
With Blanc and Bingham on
the mound in the tournament's
closing contest, Murray and
Lyon County exchanged defensive gems for four innings
before the bats came around.
The Lady Lyons struck first in
the top of the fifth - singles from
Sarah Youngblood and Rachel
Klueppel put runners at the corners before a sac-fly from
See SPRING BREAK BASK 10

Murray State's Mints Yin
earned a spot on the MSU
Invitational
All-Tournament
Team with some splendid play
Saturday in the final round of the
54-hole event in Murray,Ky.

Yin,a sophomore from Beijing,
China, carded rounds of 81-7275=228 as an individual to get a
share of fifth place. Freshman
Mon Folke made it two Racers in
the top-10 when she finished
ninth in the field of 72 players
with rounds of 78-72-80ft230.
Other MSU scores included
Sophie Hillier in 21st piece with
rounds of 80-78-78=236. jacklyn
Van Meter (79-79-79=237) and
Abbi Stamper (75-85-77=237)
shared 24th place, while Sydney
Trimble placed 36th with scores
of 82-79-78=239. Gina Nuzzo
placed fifth among 17 individuals
and 32nd overall with rounds of
80-77-81=238.
The Racers placed fourth in

their spring home event with
scores of 312-308-312=932.
Cincinnati won the title with a
909, ahead of Morehead State
(920), Xavier (929) and the
Racers(932). The rest of the field
was made up by: Marshall (942),
Butler (943), Belmont (945),
Tennessee Tech (955), Austin
Peay (972), SIUE (989) and
Tennessee State (1026).
The Racers now prepare for the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Championship in the Huntsville
area April 20-22. The 54-hole
championship will be contested at
Hampton Cove Golf Club in
Owens Crossing, Alabama. The
Racers won the event in 2014 for
their ninth OVC tide.
CCHS BASEBALL

Jordan Spleth, 21, captures
Masters victory for the ages
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) —
Jordan Spieth tapped in his final
putt to cap off a necord performance and bent over in relief. He
just as easily could have been taking a bow.
This was a Masters for the ages.
Not since Tiger Woods in 1997
has a 21-year-old faced so little
stress while making a mockery of
par in a major. Not since
Raymond Floyd in 1976 has anyone withstood the pressure of
leading for all four rounds at
Augusta National.
Only one other Masters champion — Craig Wood in 1941 —
has never let anyone closer to him
than three shots the entire way.
Spieth took his piece MOOS the
best in the game Sunday when he
closed with a 2-under 70 for a
four-shot victory over Phil
Mickelson and Justin Rose,
becoming the second-youngest
champion behind Woods to wear
a green jacket.
'This was arguably the greaten
day of my life," Spieth said. "To
join Masters history and put my
name on that trophy and to have
this jacket forever, it's something

MATT SLOCUM /AP Photo
Jordan Spieth poses with
his green Jacket after winning the Masters golf tournament Sunday, April 12,
2015, In Augusta, Ga.

Murray returns
from Warren
County after
going 1-2

Calloway goes
2-1 in Warren
County
Invitational

Staff Report

Staff Report

Murray High (5-5) returned
home this weekend from the
Warren County Invitational after
going
1-2 - losing to
Greenwood 10-5 Friday afternoon before picking up a comeback win against Western Hills
4-3 Saturday morning and an
eight-inning loss to Bowling
Green, 6-5, to close the tournament.

Calloway County baseball (35) picked up their second and
third wins this past weekend,
when they returned from the
Warren County Invitational with
a loss from Trigg County and
wins against Russellville and
Warren East.

Game 1-- Greenwood HS
10, Murray High 5
A five-run second inning from
Greenwood proved to be the difference for Murray, who had an
early 1-0 lead quickly erased.
Jared Gray went 2-for-2 with
that I can't fathom right now."
RBI, Ethan Back went 2-foran
He left everyone else dazed,
4 with two runs. RI Elder went
too.
base, and
Spieth missed a 5-foot par putt 2-for-4 with a stolen
and
Foster
both
Will
Tanner
on the final hole that only kept
RBI
came
Shelton
with
to
up
him from breaking another record
this week at the Masters. He tied help the Tigers stay in the thick
the 72-hole scoring mark that of it.
In four innings, Gray gave up
Woods set at 18-under 270.
hits and eight runs -- five
seven
It was still enough to beat
earned -- while Cam Kelly
'i.e MASTERS, 10
CS.. MURRAY, 10

Game I -- Trigg County 4,
Calloway County 2
Strong pitching efforts from
Bryce Orr and Travis Dwyer
weren't enough for the Lakers
last Friday, who fell to Trigg
County despite a late rally.
Off went five innings and
struck out two while giving up
two unearned runs, while Dwyer
closed and gave up one run
while striking out one.
Dwyer went 2-for-4 with an
RBI and Jonah Brannon went 1 for-4 with an RBI, but Trigg
County picked up two runs in
the bottom of the sixth for what
ended up being an insurmountable 4-I lead.
Game 2-- Calloway County
II See CALLOWAY, 10
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•Softball...
From Page 9
carried her no-hit bid all the way
to the seventh, where it was broken up in heart wrenching fashion on a leadoff home run by
Lindsey Patterson.
After Campbell retired the
next better and the Racers
allowed a base runner with an
error, CheyAnne Gaskey came
in to try and finish off the
Redhawks and give her team a
chance at the win. Gaskey, who
advanced to 13-7 on the year
with win, did exactly that and
struck out the final two batters to
send her team back to the plate.
Shelbey Miller led off the
inning with single down the first
base line and would go on to
steal second in the next at bat.
With one out, Kaylyn Zierte got
on board on a walk and was followed by Taylor Odom, who
reached on an infield single.
Becker then closed the door on
the Redhawks for good with a
double to the left center wall that
allowed Miller and Zierke's
pinch runner, Brianne Sanders,
to score for the 2-1 win.
Cayla Levins led Murray State
by going 2-for-3 on Sunday,
while Becker,Ramsey,Twaddle,
Miller, Odom each tallied one
hit in the contest.
With no mid-week action this
week, the Racers now turn their
attention to next weekend's trip
to Alabama and Tennessee.

From Page 9
Mickelson (69) and Rose (70) by
four shots.
"Playing with Jordan, he's
going to sort of fly the flag for
golf for quite a while," Rose said.
"People were getting excited
about that out there. You could
There were standing ovations
all the way around to celebrate
the latest star in golf, the next
addition to a new generation just
as Woods and Mickelson are
approaching the back nines of
their careers.
Rory Mcllroy is still No. 1 in
the world by a reasonable margin.
Spieth is now No. 2. Its the first
time players 25 or younger have
been Nos. 1-2 in the world.
"He's got four majors. That's
something I can still only dream
about," Spieth said. "I don't know,
as far as a rivalry right now."
For all the hype about the
Grand Slam bid by McIlroy and
the return of Woods, this week
was about the arrival of another
star.
"It's awfully impressive,"
Mcllroy said after closing with a
66 to finish fourth. "It's nice to get
your major tally up and miming at
an early stage in your career. It's
great to see, great for the game,
and I'm sure there will be many
more."
Woods jarred his right wrist

•Spring Break Bash
From Page 9
Courtney Klueppel broke the
drought at 1-0.
Allison Ellis and Bingham
picked up singles to load the
bases with one out before
Grogan fired home for the force
on a grounder.
then
Melton
McKenzie
cleared the bases with a threerun double to deep center to give
Lyon County a 4-0 lead.
Murray, however,again had an
answer. Turley walked to start
the bottom of the fifth before
Sarah Fitzer singled. Both
scored later on an RBI fielder's
choice from Moss and a deep
double from E. Grogan to close
within 4-2.
McClure's two-out RBI single
in the sixth scored Mollette to
trail 4-3 before Murray won it in

•Volleyball•••

II Masters...

when he struck wood under the
pine straw on the ninth hole. He
didn't hit a fairway on the front
nine and never was in the game,
closing with a 73 to finish 13
shots behind.
Mickelson tried to make a run.
So did Rose.
Lefty holed a bunker shot for
eagle on the par-5 15th, but he
couldn't make a birdie the rest of
the way. Rose got to within three
shots of Spieth on three occasions
on the front nine, and Spied' kept
his nerve. He picked up two shots
on Rose on Nos. 8 and 9 — the
same spot where the Masters got
away from Spieth last year.
"I thought today might be easier having played with the lead on
Saturday. It wasn't," Spieth said.
"It's the most incredible week of
my life. This is as great as it gets
in our sport. ... I'm still kind of
shock a little bit."
And he will keep the editors of
the Masters record book busy.
Among the marks he established
this week:
— The 36-hole record at 14under 130.
— The 54-hole record at 16under 200.
— The most birdies for the
tournament at 28.
— The lowest opening round
by a champion at 64.
"He has no weaknesses,"
Mickelson said.

From Page 9
before rallying to take the second, 28-26. MSU Two also tied
with Mineral Area JC,25-22 and
19-25. The team lost 25-22 and
25-20 to Missouri S&T and
defeated UT Martin 25-22 and
25-19.
"So far, I am pretty pleased at
how our team is doing this
spring," said Head Coach David
Schwepker.
"The student-athletes have
been working hard and are
improving in some areas that
were our weaknesses last fall.
We still have quite a ways to go,
but I like the attitude and work
ethic of this group."
The Racers will travel to
Knoxville, Tenn., next weekend
to play against Tennessee.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
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gap for the win.
"Hopefully we can make this a
yearly annual thing," Tucker
added about his tournament.
"We had a good field, excellent
field...but I was proud of our
kids. Our kids hung in there.
Henry County got on us a little
bit, Savannah (Grogan) got to
hurting...but we persevered and
got two out of three."
Murray has little room for a
breather, where they could see a
long, live practice today before
heading to Carlisle County this
week for the All "A" Region 1
tournament.
Tabbed as the tournament 4seed, they will face St. Mary in
the opening round Tuesday at 5
p.m.
Hickman County is the 1-seed
for the tournament.
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2
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3
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4
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W
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4
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3
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3
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2
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3
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1
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W
2.667
4
Colorado
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4
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1
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Sunday's Games
St Louis 7 Cincinnati 5, 11 innings
Tampa Bay 8, Miami 5
N Y Mots 4. Atlanta 3
Washington 4 Philadelphia 3, 10
innings
Pittsburgh 10 Milwaukee 2
Chicago Cubs 6, Colorado 5
L A Dodgers 7, Arizona 4
San Diego 6, San Francisco 4

11111
Cit
Wagner(two runs, one RBI).
Will Sivills picked up the win
in four and a third innings of
work -- giving up just three
earned runs and striking out
four. Lofton Pigg cleaned up the

to score the five runs, as Jonah
From Page 9
Brannon had a two-RBI single,
5, Warren East 4
Wade Carter had two runs
Connor Wagner struck out
and an RBI and Jeremy
scored
eight in four innings of work to
Darnell had one run and walked
help the Lakers take an early 5- twice.
0 lead before yielding to Austin
three-run
Back-to-back
Anderson.
innings in the second and third
Warren East then nearly com- frames proved to be the game
pleted a comeback against winning runs for the Lakers,
Anderson -- scoring three in the who got strong performances
fifth and one in the sixth -- from Travis Dwyer(3-for-4,one
before he settled down and RBI), Aaron Dawson (1-for-3,
closed out the seventh inning for two RBI), Bryce Orr (2-for-3,
two RBI), Austin Anderson (2the save.
for-4, one RBI) and Connor
hits
The Lakers used only five

rest, striking out five and walking four, while giving up just
one earned run for the save.
The Lakers open 4th District
play tonight, where they are set
to host Marshall County at
Laker Field. First pitch is 7 p.m.

•Murray...
From Page 9
relieved for the final two innings
and gave up four hits and two
runs (one earned).
Game 2 -- Murray High 4,
Western Hills 3
Trailing 3-0 in the top of the
seventh, Murray scored four
runs to take the lead -- then held
on in the bottom of the seventh
to secure the come-from-behind
win.
The Tiger rally began with
RBI singles from Zack Grogan
and Bl Elder, while Casey
Wilson scored on a passed ball
for Murray. Chase Nelson's single scored Grogan for what

:-

Van Hayerstock

•Calloway...

•• •

the seventh on Turley's walkoff.
Blane pitched out of a two-on,
no-out jam in the top of the seventh by striking out Melton with
a change-up and forcing backto-back pop outs to avoid any
earned runs.
It wound up saving the game
for Murray.
Moss started the seventh by
reaching second on an infield
error. Todd walked and took second on a double advance that
confused the infield before
Mollette walked to load the
bases.
Munch found soft contact during her at-bat, but the throw for
a force out at home was wide scoring Moss for the tie at 4-4.
Turley did the rest - ripping a
single through the third-short

.5'caPE M" ENan 12CD

would end up being the winning
run.
Grogan was also on the mound
for Murray for the complete
game win -- striking out seven
while giving up three earned
runs in the victory. He walked
one, while 70 percent of his
pitches were for strikes.
Game 3-- Bowling Green 6,
Murray 5 (eight innings)
Murray held a 5-3 lead heading into the seventh inning, but
two runs from the Purples
extended the game before a final
run in the bottom of the eighth
sealed it for Bowling Green.
Tanner Foster went 2-for-4
with two RBI and Zack Grogan

went 2-for-4 with one RBI,
while BJ Elder also picked up
another RBI on a sacrifice.
Chase Nelson pitched five
innings with two strikeouts
while giving up just two earned
runs before Will Shelton
relieved and took the loss -walking six and giving up three
earned runs.
Depending on weather, the
Tigers now look to the Region 1
All "A" Tournament this week - where Murray has the No. I
overall seed and faces No. 8
seeded Fulton City tonight at
5:30 p.m. in Carlisle County.
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Come visit us at Parker Ford, Lincoln and check out our new Lincoln
line-up. All of these vehicles are in stock! Anything Lincoln
is offering we can provide you with! We have special financing
available, and we are highly motivated to move our inventory.
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Sp by and drive one today or give is a cal 270-753-5273

com
701 Main St I Murray, Ky I 270.753.5273 I mwi.ParicerFord

